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VSTO Office files are Office document files linked to a Visual Studio Office File application.
When opened, they launch a custom .NET application. There are various ways to achieve this,
including methods to serve the VSTO files via an external web server.
An article was recently published on the creation of these document files for phishing
purposes, and since then we have observed some VSTO Office files on VirusTotal.
Analysis Method (OOXML)
Sample Trusted Updater.docx (0/60 detections) appeared first on VirusTotal on
20/04/2022, 6 days after the publication of said article. It is a .docx file, and as can be
expected, it does not contain VBA macros (per definition, .docm files contain VBA macros,
.docx files do not):

Figure 1: typical VSTO document does not contain VBA code

Taking a look at the ZIP container (a .docx file is an OOXML file, i.e. a ZIP container
containing XML files and other file types), there are some aspects that we don’t usually see in
“classic” .docx files:
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Figure 2: content of sample file

Worth noting is the following:
1. The presence of files in a folder called vstoDataStore. These files contain metadata for
the execution of the VSTO file.
2. The timestamp of some of the files is not 1980-01-01, as it should be with documents
created with Microsoft Office applications like Word.
3. The presence of a docsProp/custom.xml file.
Checking the content of the custom document properties file, we find 2 VSTO related
properties: _AssemblyLocation and _AssemblyName:

Figure 3: custom properties _AssemblyLocation and _AssemblyName

The _AssemblyLocation in this sample is a URL to download a VSTO file from the Internet.
We were not able to download the VSTO file, and neither was VirusTotal at the time of
scanning. Thus we can not determine if this sample is a PoC, part of a red team engagement
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or truly malicious. It is a fact though, that this technique is known and used by red teams like
ours, prior to the publication of said article.
There’s little information regarding domain login03k[.]com, except that it appeared last year
in a potential phishing domain list, and that VirusTotal tags it as DGA.
If the document uses a local VSTO file, then the _AssemblyLocation is not a URL:

Figure 4: referencing a local VSTO file

Analysis Method (OLE)
OLE files (the default Office document format prior to Office 2007) can also be associated
with VSTO applications. We have found several examples on VirusTotal, but none that are
malicious.
Therefore, to illustrate how to analyze such a sample, we converted the .docx maldoc from
our first analysis, to a .doc maldoc.

Figure 5: analysis of .doc file

Taking a look at the metadata with oledump‘s plugin_metadata, we find the
_AssemblyLocation and _AssemblyName properties (with the URL):
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Figure 6: custom properties _AssemblyLocation and _AssemblyName

Notice that this metadata does not appear when you use oledump’s option -M:
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Figure 7: olefile’s metadata result

Option -M extracts the metadata using olefile’s methods, and this olefile Python module
(whereupon oledump relies) does not (yet) parse user defined properties.
Conclusion
To analyze Office documents linked with VSTO apps, search for custom properties
_AssemblyLocation and _AssemblyName.
To detect Office documents like these, we have created some YARA rules for our VirusTotal
hunting. You can find them on our Github here. Some of them are rather generic by design,
and will generate too many hits for use in a production environment. They are originally
designed for hunting on VT.
We will discus these rules in detail in a follow-up blog post, but we already wanted to share
these with you.
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You can follow NVISO Labs on Twitter to stay up to date on all our future research and
publications.
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